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Welcome
KIU is one of the highly acclaimed universities in Sri Lanka with pioneering degrees
and world class facilities. Our courses provide students with a platform to launch
their dream career in the chosen field of study. We have created an environment that
stimulates the mind and encourages the pursuit of knowledge.
Our goal is to become Sri Lanka’s 1st ranked private sector university, the preferred
choice for students and for academics, where the highest student values are cherished,
and the student experience is not second to anywhere else in the world. We have
commenced with a greater focus on Nursing, Health Sciences and Management we
will soon spread our wings in arenas as diverse as Law and Engineering to give you the
complete breadth of higher education.
At KIU, students will find many ways to develop their horizons and skills. Outside the
standard curriculum, students will get the opportunity to engage in many
extra-curricular activities such as sports, community volunteering, and environmental
projects while building their character and values beyond their imagination.

Vision
Our aim is to enable students to experience an unparalleled educational journey that
is intellectually, socially, and personally transformative, empowering with the highest
quality appropriate to global needs.

Mission
Contributing to social equity through the pursuit of education, learning research, and
innovation at the highest international levels of excellence.
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Dr. Jagath Seneviratne

President
KIU
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Message from the
President of KIU
YOUR FUTURE IS GLOBAL
To thrive today, you need a global perspective, and the skills to collaborate with people
from distinct yet diverse traditions. At KIU, you will be exposed to a rich culture where
we can guarantee that you will leave this institution as a competent and responsible
professional who will meet the needs of the world – both local and global.
Our high standards and innovative approaches to learning will enhance the your
abilities to deal and solve complex problems. Our teaching venues -laboratories, skill
training laboratories, and IT facilities are constantly being upgraded to meet the needs
of the country. We have responded to the national demand for more graduates by
expanding the institution to accommodate the increasing number of students.
A university education is a springboard for life. Of course, it is about gaining a
professional qualification and a highly prized degree; nevertheless, it is so much more.
The deep knowledge you will gain from KIU will help you to flourish as a person, uncover
fresh perspectives and gain exposure to novel methods of learning.
Your choice of university is one of the biggest decisions you will ever make; thus, our
prospectus describes what it is like to be an undergraduate at KIU in the words of the
people who know it best - our past and present students, and staff. Whatever your
choice is, we wish you every success with your studies.
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L O C AT I O N
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KIU is a Higher Education Institute established under the companies act of Sri Lanka
and was established in the year 2009. The registered office is situated at 249/1, Malabe
Road, Thalangama North, Battaramulla, Sri Lanka.
KIU is a leading non-state degree awarding higher educational institute accredited by
the Ministry of Higher Education and recognized by the University Grants Commission
of Sri Lanka under section 25 A of the Universities Act, No.16 of 1978. KIU obtained
degree awarding status to help develop Higher Education on 07th January 2015 with
the Extraordinary Gazette notification (No. 1896/22).
Initially, three degrees were approved in 2015 and since then KIU has been granted
permission to conduct nine more undergraduate degree programs and five post
graduate degree programs. So far, twelve undergraduate degree programs and
five post graduate degree programs are being conducted. Also, four cohorts of
undergraduate students (totaling 718) in the Bachelor of Science Honours in Nursing,
Bachelor of Science Honours in Biomedical Science, Bachelor of Management Honours
in Marketing, Bachelor of Science Honours in Accounting, bachelor of Science Honours
in Human Resource, Master of Nursing Education and Master of Nursing Management
degree programmes, having completed their degree program successfully, had their
convocation in the year 2017, 2018, 2019 and year 2021 respectively.
KIU’s mandate was to incorporate practical, medical, and allied education into an
institution of higher learning. Today KIU has become a reality, and unique among
the private universities in Sri Lanka, with a mandate to offer a variety of learning
opportunities to local and foreign students.
KIU as one of the best private universities in Sri Lanka aims to expand the higher
education opportunities in Sri Lanka, to support the Sri Lankan government’s vision
of making Sri Lanka the “The knowledge hub of Asia”. We take pride in being a higher
education institute that opens its doors to anyone qualified and open to study in
professional, practical, and scientific areas.
KIU is a unique institution that has striven to chart distinct pathways to academic
excellence since its inception. We are committed to serving discerning students with a
sense of uncompromising public service.
We intend to become and remain one of the most distinguished and pre-eminent
institutions of higher education in the region and the nation. Our complexity, diversity,
and comprehensiveness are our pillars of creativity and innovation. Moving ahead with
these objectives, KIU strives on reaching the top position in world university rankings.
Our complexity, diversity, and comprehensiveness are our pillars of creativity and
innovation.
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Message from
The Vice Chancellor
It is with great pleasure that I warmly
welcome and invite you to consider
studying at KIU. Life at KIU is about
gaining a professional qualification
and a renowned degree. Further, while
enhancing knowledge from your studies,
KIU will mold you to flourish as a person
and uncover fresh perspectives.

KIU is equipped with state-of-the-art
facilities to cater to its excellence in
teaching. We believe in creating a holistic
person; thus, a wide range of sports and
recreational opportunities have been
made available to you. Further, the vibrant
culture maintained at KIU encourages
student clubs, drama and musical events.

By choosing KIU, you will join an innovative
and diverse community. At KIU we seek to
inspire you and enrich you intellectually,
build confidence and make you aware of
the new opportunities in life.

This prospectus provides detailed
information about courses, facilitates and
life at KIU. I believe this prospectus will
provide you firsthand information on what
you can expect at KIU. I am confident that
you will be inspired by the opportunities
that it presents.

KIU believes in maintaining excellence
in teaching and research to provide an
outstanding preparation for life. Academic
staff are experts in their subject areas
and further the curricula cover relevant
and current modules of global importance
spearheading the job opportunities for
you not only in local market but in global
market as well.

“
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Join KIU: liberate your future
with an unparalleled university
education.

”

Senior Prof. Neluka Fernando
Honorary Vice Chancellor
KIU
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Message from
the Deputy
Vice-Chancellor
I envision KIU to become a dynamic and
an innovative university that creates
graduates suitable for current and future
needs of the world. Since its inception
KIU had a consistent goal of enhancing
the educational opportunities for qualified
students, and we have succeeded so far.
Further, it is our mission to work with local
and international partners that belong to
various industrial, governmental and nongovernmental organizations to expand our
research culture, and create new knowledge
and opportunities to make a difference in the
world.
As the Deputy Vice-Chancellor, I am
honoured and privileged to be a part of KIU
and will contribute to the strategic planning
and execution that drives us to become one
of the best universities in the world.
Mrs. Nadeeka Ranadeva
Deputy Vice-Chancellor
BSc Special (Human Biology) (SJP),
MSc (Molecular Pathology) (Colombo)
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Message from
the Registrar
In today’s competitive and globalized world,
having a professional and specialized
education becomes an imperative for
future success. We, at KIU are committed
in providing academic excellence in the
fields of Nursing, Biomedical Science,
Acupuncture, KAATSU, Psychology,
Management, and IT.
We continuously strive to enhance our
programs to stay at the forefront of higher
educational trends. The undergraduate and
post graduate qualifications you gain at KIU
are designed to help you to build and excel
in your career so that when you graduate,
you will have all you need to become an
individual who recreates the future to the
benefit of our world - a true KIU brand
ambassador.
Our main priority is your progressive,
academic and intellectual development and
to ultimately to shape a graduate who is
fully equipped to join the world of work. Your
choice of KIU as your academic home is the
best investment you will ever make!
Mr. Harsha Chathuranga Ariyawansha
Registrar, KIU.
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Message from
Experts
The Department of Medical Science in
Acupuncture warmly welcomes you to KIU.
This department was established in 2014 in
order to develop the Bachelor of Science
in Medical Science in Acupuncture degree
program. The curriculum was designed
and developed in accordance with the
guidelines laid down by the World Health
Organization (WHO) as well as global
standards for Acupuncture of several
international programs.
On successful completion of the degree
program, students will earn necessary
academic credentials required for new
opportunities in international job market
as Acupuncture practitioners. Thus, the
Department of Acupuncture at KIU will
take all efforts to maintain the quality and
the standards of the B.Sc. in Acupuncture
(Honours) degree on par with international
standards. Welcome to KIU!
Dr. Indrapala Chandrasekeram
Director International Relations
Advisor to the Vice Chancellor
Department of Acupuncture
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KIU has prepared one of the best nursing degree
programs in line with international and national
curricula. By getting enrolled in KIU Nursing degree
program, you will be exposed to different career paths
in global nursing industry. To support you, KIU offers you
a flexible study program. You will not be alone during
your study at KIU. My advice to you is, earlier the better.
Stand on your feet proudly as a graduate nurse. Look for
the earliest date to start your academic journey.
Mrs. Hemamala Vithanarachchi
Founder Head of Nursing Department
(MSc N, BSc N, Diploma in Nursing, RN)

In this post-modern social context, education has
evolved with diverse trends and facets in assimilating
with the contemporary societal vicissitudes.
Thus, my motive is to establish the Department of
Languages as an international centre of excellence
for the study and teaching with the objective of
developing a platform where English language,
literature and linguistics are integrated with research
in bringing forth innovative concepts which move
ahead with novel emerging social trends.
Mrs. Nimesha Amarasooriya
Head of the Department of Languages
PhD (reading) - University of Colombo
MA (Linguistics) - University of Kelaniya
BA (special) Languages – Sabaragamuwa
University of Sri Lanka
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Message from
Experts
Welcome to KIU! It is a great pleasure to see
the knowledge hunters like you, who can
shape their deep learnings by the values of
excellence, hard work, integrity, and that can
guide you to embark on this exciting journey
and contribute significantly for global needs.
KIU is a place where students can
thrive emotionally, and be challenged
both physically and academically, It is
an academic sphere where learning,
achievement and growth are core mission
of everyone and the yard stick by which
our success is measured. Our priority is to
combine the blended learning environment
for all individuals to develop their human
capacities by disseminating knowledge on
the core principles of quality, access, impact,
and relevance.
Our undergraduate and post graduate
programs are designed to help you build
and excel in your career so that when you
graduate, you will have all you need.

Miss. Sashini Caldera
Head of Student Liaison
KIU
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Message from
Experts
We at KIU believe that lack of financial
resources shouldn’t hinder access to quality
education; thus, the Finance Division of KIU
together with the Board of Management
always ensure to provide financial aid to the
deserving students while ensuring that their
privacy is protected at all times.
Further, as a responsible higher education
institute taking pride in initiating CSR
projects, the Finance Division provides
financial aid to CSR projects with a cause.
We support research and development
of technologies and services that help
individuals with impoverished backgrounds
to access a better quality of life; there in
changing one life at a time.
We welcome you all to KIU with warm hands
and stand ready to support you on your
studies in the years to come.

Mrs. Gayathri Salmali
The Head
Finance Division
KIU
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Our
Facilities
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Laboratory
KIU has fully equipped laboratories - IT laboratories, a
network laboratory, two science laboratories, and a skill
laboratory.
These labs are there to support teaching and
conducting practical sessions for KIU students. The
university makes every reasonable effort to keep these
facilities up-to-date.

Student Circle
KIU promotes the formation of special interest groups
dedicated to a particular cause or an activity. This
includes our student alumni, annual trips, blood
donation programs, annual get together, and many
more community focused programs.
Students are encouraged to actively be involved in
approved student clubs and engage in extracurricular
activities that will develop knowledge, interpersonal
skills, physical and mental fitness, and emotional
maturity.

Gymnasium
KIU possess a well equipped multi-gym and a range
of free weights and aerobic equipment for sports
conditioning. Located in the 6th floor, this facility is
available for all KIU students and staff. KIU gym operates
under the supervision of professional instructors.
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Library
KIU maintains a library, located in the first floor of the
KIU premises. It holds a latest collection of books and
periodicals, particularly in the fields of Biomedical
Science, Psychology, Acupuncture, Nursing Education,
Information Technology, and Management.
The library has an Audiovisual Resource Center (AVRC)
with a substantial collection of video and audio
materials in many subject areas for the use of students.
The E-library is an integral part of the main library where
students can access E-books and download them
for referencing and reading online without coming to
to KIU physically. The library has Wi-Fi coverage and
photocopying facilities which are also available to all
students of KIU.

E-Library Facility
KIU’s approach is to incorporate the latest advanced
technology into the education system of KIU. One
such advance is the use of non-paper-based reading
materials such as E-books keeping up with the policy to
bring such advances and to readily make them available
to our students.
KIU E-library maintains a vast number of books that are
made available for use via E-library resources. These
books contain reference reading materials as well as
additional reading materials that are required for the
successful completion of your programs at KIU.
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Sports
We, at KIU, believe that taking part in Sports,
recreational, and social activities is an ideal way to relax
and get away from your academic work and meet new
people.
KIU Sports Center is comprised of well-equipped indoor
sports facilities; these include table tennis, carom,
chess, and scrabble.

Auditorium
The state of the art auditorium serves as one of the best
facilities that KIU has to offer. Seminars, workshops,
symposiums, convocations, and faculty development
programs are regularly being held in the auditorium and
it is further used for annual celebrations and all the
red-letter days of KIU.
The auditorium not only serves as a place of
functionality but as a great inspiration for architectural
design. Its unique design along with its retractable
seating capacity for more than 700 offers the possibility
of the auditorium area being used for a myriad of
purposes such as a conference hall or even as banquet
hall .

Medical Facilities
The Medical Center provides essential medical facilities
for both staff and students and is located in the
basement of the KIU premises.
All the registered students at KIU are entitled to first aid
and medical treatment. Apart from the medical facilities,
KIU has a special acupuncture unit that is available for
students, staff, and also for outsiders.
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Smart Classroom
we offer you an amazing learning experience at KIU
where all the classrooms are equipped with smart
boards to enhance the way the teaching is conducted
and the way students learn.
This provides our students with an enriched learning
experience by projecting visual elements that facilitate
both visual learning and tactile learning. Further, this
enables our students to fully engage in their lectures
and hands-on learning.
This interactive learning style provides students the
ability to draw or take notes.

Cafeteria
A variety of food and beverages can be purchased from
the cafeteria of the institution during breakfast, lunch
and supper times at reasonable prices.
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Faculty of Health Sciences

The best place
for pursuing a
career in Health
Sciences
in Sri Lanka

The Faculty of Health Sciences
comprises the academic
departments of Medical
Science in KAATSU, Medical
Science in Acupuncture,
Biomedical Science, and
Psychology.

- Highly qualified academics
- State of the art facilities
- Advanced curriculum

These programs aim to develop
academically and professionally
competent graduates who are
capable of holding leadership
positions, both in the academic and
clinical sectors while successfully
meeting the emerging needs of
the national and international
community.
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The Faculty of Health Sciences at KIU
strives to become the leading center of
academic excellence and is committed
to enhance the knowledge and skills of
graduates while encouraging them to
indulge a passion for life-long learning.

Our commitment to excellence is
demonstrated through our lecturers
who are experts in their fields; through
our leading-edge research; and through
the community partnerships to improve
health outcomes.

Our aim is to educate future global leaders
who will redefine and advance health and
human sciences. This is reflected through
the courses offered, research, and our
commitment to both local and global
communities.

Furthermore, our students benefit from
learning opportunities that go beyond
the lecture room to include experiential
education in a range of settings from
laboratories, hospitals, clinics, schools,
rehabilitation centers, and other
organizations.

KAATSU is a
novel method of
muscle strengthing
through pressure
and has the potential
to be used as a drug
and supplement-free
training method
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Courses
Bachelor of Science Honours Medical Science in KAATSU
Certificate in Basic KAATSU Practice
Bachelor of Science Honours in Medical Science in Acupuncture
Diploma in Acupuncture
Certificate Courses in Clinical Competency in Acupuncture

For More Information visit: www.kiu.ac.lk/department-of-medical-science-in-kaatsu/

Department of Medical
Science in KAATSU

The Department of Medical Science
in KAATSU is dedicated to the
development of globally accredited,
competent KAATSU professionals
with a sense of commitment,
responsibility, accountability
and responsiveness to meet the
healthcare and physical fitness
needs of the global population.
Courses
Bachelor of Science Honours Medical Science in KAATSU
Certificate in Basic KAATSU Practice
For More Information visit: www.kiu.ac.lk/department-ofmedical-science-in-kaatsu/
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Bachelor of Science
Honours Medical Science
in KAATSU

KAATSU is a novel
medical practice which
is gaining worldwide
recognition and
accolades. This
methodology and
philosophy was
invented by Professor
Sir, Yoshiaki Sato, M.D.,
Ph.D, FNAI
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The proposed degree
program has a strong
focus on professional
leadership, majoring in
core courses in KAATSU
and physical training. It
also includes continuing
educational courses and
support courses in basic and
behavioral sciences.

This proposed degree program is also
designed to develop advanced skills
such as critical thinking, analytical
thinking, problem solving and reflective
thinking. Further, the curriculum focuses
on developing information technology
skills, social skills, communication skills,
presentation skills and a variety of
professional practice skills.
On successful completion of the degree
program, students will earn the necessary
academic credentials required for new
opportunities in the international job
market as a KAATSU practitioner.
This course is recognized by the
University Grants Commission

Entry Requirements
Academic
Minimum of three passes in
G.C.E. (A/L) or an equivalent
qualification for international
students.

Duration
4 Years

Medium
English

For more Information about Bachelor of
Science Honours Medical Science In KAATSU
visit: www.kiu.ac.lk/course/bachelor-of-science-honours-medical-science-in-kaatsu/

Curriculum
Year 1

Year 2

- Human Anatomy
- Human Physiology
- Biochemistry
- Psychology and Introduction to Sociology
- Interpersonal Communication
- Ethics and Legal issues
- First aid and CPR
- Epidemiology
- Nutrition and Dietetics

- Pathology
- Public Health
- Pharmaco-therapeutics
- Research Methods
- Biostatistics
- Basic Medical, Psychiatric and Pediatric
conditions
- Basic Surgical, Eye and ENT conditions
- Radiology and Diagnostic Imaging
- Biomechanics and Kinesiology

Year 3

Year 4

- Sports, Exercise and Principles of
Rehabilitation
- Musculoskeletal Disorders and Exercise
- Neurological Disorders and Exercise
- Fundamentals of KAATSU
- KAATSU Theory and Practice I
- Geriatrics

- Cardiovascular and Pulmonary Disorders and
Exercise
- KAATSU Theory and Practice II
- KAATSU Theory and Practice III
- Evidence Based Practice
- KAATSU Theory and Practice IV
- Dissertation
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Certificate in Basic
KAATSU Practice
The objective of this certificate course
is to provide deeper knowledge about
KAATSU Medical Practices which open
new opportunities in the international
job market.
Through this certificate course,
students will gain more knowledge
in physical training in KAATSU,
professional practice skills, and other
advanced skills which are vital for
professional practices.
Our certificate program is conducted
in English medium and is delivered
by qualified lecturers in the filed of
KAATSU Medical Practices.

Entry Requirements
Beginners
The applicant should be more
than 18 years of age and should
have completed a high school
education.

Practitioner
The applicant should be a
practitioner in the medical field.

Duration
Beginners - 28 Days
Practitioners - 14 Days

Medium
English
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Department of Medical
Science in Acupuncture

Study
Acupuncture
from the best
practitioners in
Sri Lanka

Department of Medical
Science in Acupuncture of
KIU is dedicated to produce
internationally accepted
acupuncture practitioners to
meet the global demands in
health.

- Highly qualified academics
- State of the art facilities
- Advanced curriculum

Therefore, this department has
designed a number of programs
in order to cater to a wider range
of student population, imparting
knowledge and skills in Acupuncture
at different levels.
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Bachelor of Science
Honours in Medical
Science in Acupuncture

The first ever
Acupuncture Degree
program, recognized
by the Ministry Higher
Education and approved
by the University Grants
Commission

The first private sector
higher education institute
with the approval of MOHE
and UGC to offer a Bachelor
of Science Honours degree
in Acupuncture in Sri Lanka
and South Asia.
The objective of the degree
program is to prepare a student
to be a competent acupuncture
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practitioner to manage a variety of
diversified responsibilities in the global
health care setting.
It is affordable with a practical oriented
clinical training and is delivered with
the guidance of a highly experienced
academic staff in Sri Lanka. The course
delivery will be closely monitored by the
MOHE to ensure that high standards of
quality are maintained at KIU.

Entry Requirements
Academic
Three passes in Advanced
Level (A/L) in Bioscience
stream or equivalent
qualification for international
students.

Duration
4 Years

Medium
English
This course is accredited by the
University Grants Commission

For more Information visit: www.kiu.ac.lk/
course/bachelor-of-science-honours-in-medical-science-in-acupuncture/

Curriculum
Year 1

Year 2

- Human Anatomy
- Human Physiology
- Biochemistry
- Psychology and social aspects of health
- Ethics and legal issues
- Interpersonal communication
- First aid and CPR
- Epidemiology
- Nutrition and Dietetics

- Microbiology and Parasitology
- Pathology
- Public Health
- Pharmacotherapeutics
- Biostatistics
- Basic Medical, Psychiatric and Pediatric
conditions
- Gynecology and Obstetrics
- Basic Surgical, Eye and ENT Conditions
- Radiology and Diagnostic Imaging
- Philosophy and Theories of Acupuncture

Year 3

Year 4

- Research Methodology
- Acupuncture Meridians, Aetiology, and
Pathogenesis
- Acupuncture-Diagnostics and Techniques
- Clinical Observation
- Massage therapy

- Acupuncture therapeutics I
- Acupuncture therapeutics II
- Clinical Practice
- Dissertation
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Diploma in
Acupuncture
The diploma course is of 2000 hours’
duration and of out of these, 670 account
for direct contact hours. It is totally
based on TCM principles of diagnosis and
treatment of diseases. The students have
the option of doing the residency program
which is of 12 months’ duration.
Moreover, this can be done through a
distance learning process where the
students can learn the theory via online,
after which the student is required to
come to KIU for a period of one month
or two months (depending on time
availability) to do the clinical training
and some selected lectures to complete
the diploma program. The entire period,
starting from your registration until
completion will be a minimum of six
months.

Entry Requirements
Academic
Minimum of Higher Secondary
Level at School

Direct contact hours
Lectures
Practicals

: 295 Hours
: 375 Hours

Duration
Beginners - 1 Year

Medium
English
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Certificate in
Clinical Competency in
Acupuncture
This unique program is specifically
designed for practitioners of all types
such as paramedics and students who
would like to enhance their practice skills
in Acupuncture.
The wide variety of patients they
encounter during their clinical training in
Sri Lanka will improve their knowledge in
Clinical Diagnostics and Acupuncture.

Entry Requirements
Academic
Minimum of Higher Secondary
Level at School

Direct contact hours
Beginners
Theory: 15 Hours
Practicals: 135 Hours
Only for practitioners
Theory: 15 Hours
Practicals: 75 Hours

Duration

Beginners - 28 Days
3 Credits (150 Hours)
Only for practitioners - 13 Days
(90 Hours)

Medium
English
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Department of
Biomedical Science

A pathway
to become a
Biomedical
Scientist

The Bachelor of Science
Honours in Biomedical Science
degree offered by KIU was
introduced in 2016.

- Highly qualified academics

Although a novelty to Sri Lanka,
Biomedical Science is one of
the highly appreciated degrees
worldwide and opens up many
career pathways.

- State of the art facilities
- Advanced curriculum
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The degree program consists of
lectures and tutorials along with
hands-on practical sessions which
are facilitated by the state-ofthe-art laboratory facilities which

comprise of a student lab complex Molecular Biology unit, Anatomy model
unit, ECG room and a Microscope unit.
It accomodates 150 students at a single
occasion.
During the degree program, the students
are required to to engage in research
activities where they gain the skills
and practice to become competent
researchers in the field of health science.

graduates of the Biomedical Science
Degree program have a greater demand
for jobs in this field.
The practical skills of these graduates
are of a higher standard as they are
encouraged to go for industrial training
during their study period. The graduates
of KIU also come out with a high standard
of research capabilities.

Combined with a dedicated and efficient
academic staff, KIU ensures that the

Explore the vast and
complex field of
Biomedical Science,
with the help of a
state-of-the-art
laboratary facility, and
a world-class lecturer
panel.

Courses
Bachelor of Science Honours in Biomedical Science
For More Information visit: www.kiu.ac.lk/department-of- biomedical-science/
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Bachelor of Science
Honours in
Biomedical Science

Our students are
always encouraged
to think critically,
and are guided
by a world-class
academic
panel inorder to
fully explore their
potential.s

The degree is designed
in a way to stimulate the
analytical thinking of
students and to drive them
towards scientific research
that would revolutionize the
health sector as Biomedical
Scientists.
This program ensures the
coverage of all areas that are
essential to become a skilled
and knowledgeable scientist in
the a field of Health Science. The
lectures are conducted in an
interactive manner.
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Diverse arrays of assessment methods
are used in examinations to enhance
the quality of the graduates. There are
practical sessions designed in certain
modules to ensure the gain of practical
skills related to medicine as well as
medical laboratory sciences.
In the final year of academic studies,
the students are required to conduct
a research project which will enhance
their research capabilities where they
will embed themselves in methodical
laboratory procedures and improve
their analytical skills whilst gaining selfconfidence for working as a researcher.

This course is accredited by the
University Grants Commission

Entry Requirements
Academic
Three Passes in G.C.E.
Advanced Level (A/L) in
Bioscience Stream
An equivalent qualification for
international students

Duration
4 Years

Medium
English

For more Information visit: www.kiu.ac.lk/
course/bachelor-of-science-honours-in-biomedical-science/

Curriculum
Year 1

Year 2

- Anatomy
- Physiology
- Biochemistry
- Laboratory Safety
- Basic Chemistry
- General and Systematic Microbiology 1
- Biochemistry
- Clinical Biochemistry 1
- Instrumentation

- Immunology
- General Pathology
- Clinical Biochemistry 2
- Basic Haematology
- Basic Pharmacology
- General and Systematic Microbiology 2
- Systemic Pathology

Year 3

Year 4

- Applied Medical Microbiology / Infectious
Diseases 1
- Applied Haemtology
- Epidemiology
- Parasitology
- Biostatistics
- Systemic Pharmacology
- Applied Biochemistry 1
- Research Methodology
- Public Health Microbiology

- Advanced Pharmacology
- Laboratory Management & Quality
Control
- Applied Biochemistry 2
- Applied Microbiology / Infectious Diseases 2
- General and Applied Molecular Biology
- Transfusion Medicine
- Research Project
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Career Pathways
Health Care Sector

Industrial Opportunities

- Medical Laboratory Technologist
- Medical Laboratory Scientist
- Laboratory Manager
- Phlebotomist
- Assistant Pharmacist
- Pharmacy Assistant
- Doctor Assistant

- Quality Manager
- Research and Development officer
- Laboratory Technologist
- Laboratory Scientist
- Microbiologist
- Chemist
- Forensic Lab Technician

Education Sector

Other administrative opportunities

- Research Assistant
- Project Coordinators
- Demonstrator
- Lecturer
- Teacher in International Schools
- Lab Technicians in Universities
- Development Officers

- Graduates can sit for the government
competitive exams which are conducted
for other administrative posts the private
as well as the government sectors
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Department of
Psychology

Explore the
potential of the
human mind

We are committed to creating
and sustaining conditions that
will enable all our students to
experience an unparalleled
educational journey that is
intellectually, socially, and
personally transformative.

- Highly qualified academics
- State of the art facilities
- Advanced curriculum

We focus on developing both the
subject specific skills and the
generic skills of the students. Our
ultimate goal is to empower the
students with knowledge, attitudes,
and skills so that they can become
the best in the fields of their
interest.
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Bachelor of Science
Honours in Psychology

Psychology is a field
that can help thousands
of people in their daily
lives. It can also help
students to find a career
in which they are both
intellectually and
financially rewarded

Psychology is a subject which
is unique as it’s an area where
most subjects intersect.
As such there is always a
huge demand for qualified
psychologists as well as for
other professionals in the field
of study.
However, there exists a huge void
in the education sector in Sri Lanka
as the opportunities are lacking to
study psychology as a degree level
program which is accredited by the
Ministry of Higher Education in Sri
Lanka.
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Thus, as one of the renowned private
universities in Sri Lanka, KIU offers a
curriculum which is locally developed
and approved by the University Grants
Commission while offering the highest
number of elective modules in a
psychology degree Program in Sri Lanka.
Our program is the only Bachelor’s degree
program with both the independent
research study and the placement.
The program is delivered by a panel
of PhD, MPhil and M.Sc. qualified
eminent lecturers who hold the highest
qualifications in the field of psychology.
This course is recognized by the
University Grants Commission

Entry Requirements
Academic
Three Passes in G.C.E.
Advanced Level (A/L) in any
stream.
An equivalent qualification for
international students.
Candidates must possess a
minimum pass in English at
G.C.E. O/L.

Duration
4 Years

Medium
English

For more Information visit: www.kiu.ac.lk/
course/bachelor-of-science-honours-in-psychology/

Curriculum
Year 1

Year 2

- Introduction to Psychology
- Biological basis of Psychology
- Research Methods I
- Cognitive Psychology I
- Social Psychology
- Motivation and Emotion
- Research Methods II
- Cognitive Psychology II

- Developmental Psychology I
- Abnormal Psychology I
- Psychology of Personality
- Skills Development in Psychology
- Developmental Psychology II
- Abnormal Psychology II
- Critical Psychology
- Applied Psychology

Year 3

Year 4

- Dissertation I
- Test and Measurements I
- Clinical Psychology (Elective)
- Educational Psychology (Elective)
- Working with disabilities (Elective)
- Dissertation II
- Test and Measurements II
- Organizational Psychology (Elective)
- Health Psychology (Elective)
- Psychosocial work (Elective)

- Dissertation III
- Counselling Psychology
- Neuropsychology (Elective)
- Cross cultural Psychology (Elective)
- Business Psychology (Elective)
- Developmental Psychology III
- Forensic Psychology (Elective)
- Sports Psychology (Elective)
- Psychology of Gender (Elective)
- Placement
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Career Pathways
Academic Sector

Industrial Opportunities

- Lecturers
- Teachers
- Career Guidance Counsellors
- Student Counsellors
- Educational Psychologists
- Education Administrators
- Special Education Teachers

- Industrial Psychologists
- Organizational Psychologists
- Organizational Counsellors
- Administration
- Employment Recruiters
- Human Resources Advisors
- Human Resources Managers

Healthcare Sector

Law and Enforcement

- Clinical Psychologists
- Counselling Psychologists
- Psychological Counsellors
- Health Psychologists
- Child Psychologists
- Child Care Workers
- Mental Health Coordinators
- Music Therapists

- Child Care Workers
- Community Counsellors
- Forensic Psychologists
- Crisis Counsellors
- Marriage Counsellors
- Family and Marriage Therapists
- Rehabilitation Counsellors

Other Sectors
- NGO
- Psychosocial Workers
- Researchers
- Mental Health Advocates
- Recreational Therapists
- Social Psychologists
- Sports Psychologists
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Faculty of Nursing

Start your journey to
become a nursing
professional.

- Highly qualified academics
- State of the art facilities
- Advanced curriculum
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The Faculty of Nursing
is dedicated towards
the development
of nationally and
internationally
accredited, competent
nursing professionals
who will demonstrate a
sense of commitment
and responsiveness to
meet the healthcare
needs of the nation.

Department of
Nursing
The department will provide a supportive
learning environment, creative and
flexible programs to foster lifelong
learning by promoting excellence in
nursing education, nursing care delivery
and research development.

Further, we possess a highly qualified and
an experienced panel of lecturers both
permanent and visiting in the nursing
degree program.

All the lecture halls are equipped with
sophisticated modern technology and
facilities for teaching and learning.
Further, KIU also has special facilities
to accommodate needs of the nursing
mothers.

Hundreds of nursing
students have gone
through the nursing
programs at KIU, and
come out with flyling
colours.

Courses
Bachelor of Science Honours in Nursing
Certificate in Caregiver
For More Information visit: www.kiu.ac.lk/department- of-nursing/
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Bachelor of Science
Honours in Nursing

Entry Requirements
Registered Nurses (RN) in the Sri
Lanka Nursing Council or the Sri
Lanka Medical Council.
or;
Equivalent qualification for
international students.

Duration
4 years (first 2 years of the 4 year
programme are exempted for the
registered nurses)
1 - 2 Days Per Week

Medium
English

Credits
128
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The Bachelor of
Science Honours
in Nursing Degree
awarded by KIU
is developed in
accordance with the
other Bachelor of
Science in Nursing
curricula of the Sri
Lankan universities as
well as considering the
global demand of the
nursing profession.

The program is delivered by a panel of
PhD, MPhil, or MSc qualified lecturers in
the field of Medicine and Nursing.
At present, many local and international
opportunities have opened for
clinical nursing, community nursing,
administration in nursing and research
activities globally. A nursing officer who
obtains a BSc. (Honours) in Nursing
degree offered by KIU will be able to
benefit from a variety of opportunities in
national and international platforms.

Our degree program provides a strong
focus on the needs of the nursing
profession, and our modules are designed
to address those concerns (please refer
www.kiu.lk for further details).

This course is recognized by the
University Grants Commission

For more Information visit: https://www.kiu.ac.lk/course/
bachelor-of-science-honours-in-nursing/

Curriculum
Year One (Exempted)

Year Two (Exempted)

- Applied Human Anatomy and Physiology I
- Pharmacotherapeutics I
- Fundamentals in Nursing I
- Adult Nursing I
- Adult Nursing Practice I
- Community Health Nursing I
- Community Health Nursing Practice I

- Ward Management and Professional
Development
- Nutrition and Dietetics
- Fundamentals in Nursing II
- Adult Nursing II
- Adult Nursing Practice II
- Community Health Nursing II
- Community Health Nursing Practice II
- Nursing Ethics, History and Trends

Year Three

Year Four

- Applied Human Anatomy and Physiology II
- Applied Biochemistry
- Soft skills development I
- Nursing Research
- Microbiology and Parasitology
- Communication in Nursing
- Pathology
- Biostatistics
- Pharmacotherapeutics II
- Maternal, Neonatal and Gynecological
Nursing
- Pediatric Nursing
- Psychiatric and Mental Health Nursing
- Psychosocial aspects of Health

- Teaching and Learning for Adults
- Critical Care Nursing
- Primary Health Care
- Nursing Informatics
- Soft Skills Development II
- Nursing Leadership and Management
- Theoretical Bases of Nursing
- Nursing Research Project
- Nursing care for the Aged
- Nursing Trends and Issues
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Certificate in
Caregiver
Caregivers are highly valued and
demanded professionals who play a vital
role in the health sector. The role of the
caregiver is varied and depended upon the
needs of the patients. Legal and ethical
responsibilities, working as a part of a
team, understanding the principles of
caregiving, and good communication skills
are crucial for any caregiver.
The Certificate Course in Caregiver
introduced by KIU, provides the learners
on how to work as a professional
caregiver. It covers the basics of
caregiving, the responsibilities of a
caregiver, how a caregiver fits into a
care service team, and the professional
standards of caregiving.

Entry Requirements
Academic
Successful completion of
G.C.E. (O/L) examination with a
minimum “S” pass for English
or equivalent qualification.

Duration
03 Months

Medium
English
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Faculty of Management

A pathway towards
succeeding in the
modern corporate
world

The Faculty of Management
at KIU is focused upon
grooming, empowering,
and guiding management
graduates to possess the
right attitude, leadership, and
cooperativeness.

- Highly qualified academics
- State of the art facilities
- Advanced curriculum

A management graduate of KIU
will be smart in cognition, taking
responsibility in serving tomorrow’s
businesses with knowledge, skills,
and research abilities.
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The Faculty of Management has a
structured educational setting with
the objective of allowing the students
to learn from distinguished and skillful
professors, lecturers, mentors, and
business industry experts, who are
dedicated to helping students to achieve
their goals. The faculty aims to create
graduates with outstanding personalities

who will be accounting, marketing, and
human resource professionals in their
respective fields of specialization. The
degree programs offered by our faculty
in Accounting, Marketing, and Human
resources are approved by the Ministry
of Higher Education and accredited by
University Grant Commission in Sri Lanka.

Courses
Bachelor of Management Honours in Accounting
Bachelor of Management Honours in Human Resource
Bachelor of Management Honours in Marketing

With a diverse
range of
degree
programs
available,
students can
now select the
best
pathways
towards their
dream career

Up Coming Courses

Bachelor of Management Honours in Business Analytics

To obtain a competitive edge in challenging marketplaces,
companies are looking to embrace statistics-based
strategies. Organizations are realized that business analytics
is a useful tool for adapting to new performance pressures
as they are overwhelmed with an expanding amount of data.
Students specializing in business analytics and preparing
to enter the industry will be benefited from the knowledge,
skills, and competencies they will acquire in the discipline of
business analytics. KIU, having understood the importance of
Big data in the future is in the process of getting approval for
the Bachelor of Management Honours in Business Analytics
degree.
For More Information visit: www.kiu.ac.lk/faculty-of-management/
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Bachelor of Management
Honours in Accounting

Start your career
Accounting Clerk
Accounting Assistant
Accountant
Accounting Manager
Accounts Payable Clerk
Accounts Receivable Clerk
Bookkeeping
Budget Analyst
Certified Internal Auditor
Forensic Accounting
Government Accounting
Payroll Clerk
Staff Accountant
Tax Accountant
Chief Financial Officer - CFO
Comptroller/Controller
CPA

The Department of
Accounting aims at
empowering graduates with
updated knowledge, skills
and technicalities.
Accounting undergraduates
are facilitated with modern
techniques and education,
research and soft skill
development with our expert
academics.
The Department has designed
its knowledge delivery program
to produce graduates who will
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perform in leading roles in the finance and
accounting sector with a strong ability
of critical thinking, problem-solving and
decision making.
This degree program provides the students
with knowledge, skills, attitudes and
training in the fields of accounting, auditing,
taxation, financial analysis, working capital
management, investment analysis, portfolio
management and more. We enable you to
gain industrial placement at eminent Sri
Lankan companies, giving you invaluable
research and business experience.
This course is recognized by the
University Grants Commission

Entry Requirements
Academic
Three (03) passes at G.C.E.
Advanced Level examination
Equivalent qualification for
international students

Duration
4 Years

Medium
English
For more Information visit: www.kiu.ac.lk/
course/bachelor-of-management-honours-in-accounting/

Curriculum
Year 1

Year 2

- Management Principles and Practices
- Business & Environment
- Business Mathematics
- Micro Economics
- Elements of Sociology and Psychology
- Principles of Accounting
- Macro Economics
- Business Communication
- Business Statistics

- Management Information System
- Management Accounting
- Organizational Behavior
- Marketing Management
- Human Resources Management
- Organization Theory
- Financial Management
- Commercial and Industrial Law
- Taxation
- Business Ethics and Corporate Responsibilities
- Accounting Information System

Year 3

Year 4

- Auditing
- Computer Based Business Statistics
- Personality Development
- Entrepreneurship and SME
- Organizational Change and Development
- Advance Financial Accounting & Reporting
- Industrial Training
- Strategic Management
- Conflict Management
- Knowledge Management
- Accounting and Finance Modeling
- Cooperate Governance, Risks and Ethics

- Research Methods and Academic Writing
- Culture and Management
- Working Capital Management
- Investment Analysis and Portfolio
Management
- Financial Reporting and Regulations
- Business Valuation Theory and Application
- Research Project
- Operation Management
- Computer Based Accounting
- Forensic Accounting
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Bachelor of Management
Honours in Human
Resource

Become who you
want to be
HR Assistant
HR Executive
Assistant HR Manager
Chief HR Officer
Recruiting Manager
Payroll Manager
Staffing Manager
Administrator
Safety Officer
Risk Management Specialist
Labor Relations Manager

The Department of Human
Resource aims to produce
graduates who are equipped
with the knowledge, skills,
and best practices in the
field of HRM.
Managing different types of
personnel within a very competitive
environment has become crucial
for the survival and development of
an organization. Unlike company
managers who oversee the day-to-
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day work of employees, HR managers deal with
employee concerns such as benefits, pay, employee
investments, pension plans, training, performance
management, Human Resource Information System
(HRIS) and more.
Additionally, the department is dedicated to setting
a good example that will result in highly employable
HRM graduates that have the commitment and
integrity to meet the human capital requirements of
both the commercial and governmental sectors
We value the competitive strengths of academic
leadership, expertise, research and industry
exposure when educating students as HR
professionals.
This course is recognized by the
University Grants Commission

Entry Requirements
Academic
Three (03) passes at G.C.E.
Advanced Level examination
Equivalent qualification for
international students

Duration
4 Years

Medium
English

For more Information visit: www.kiu.ac.lk/
course/bachelor-of-science-honours-in-medical-science-in-acupuncture/

Curriculum
Year 1

Year 2

- Management Principles and Practices
- Business & Environment
- Business Mathematics
- Micro Economics
- Elements of Sociology and Psychology
- Principles of Accounting
- Macro Economics
- Business Communication
- Business Statistics

- Management Information System
- Management Accounting
- Organizational Behavior
- Marketing Management
- Human Resources Management
- Organization Theory
- Financial Management
- Commercial and Industrial Law
- Taxation
- Business Ethics and Corporate Responsibilities
- Managing a virtual workplace

Year 3

Year 4

- Auditing
- Computer Based Business Statistics
- Personality Development
- Entrepreneurship and SME
- Organizational Change and Development
- Human Resource Information Systems
- Industrial Training
- Strategic Management
- Conflict Management
- Knowledge Management
- Work psychology and counselling
- Contemporary issues in HRM

- Research Methods and Academic Writing
- Culture and Management
- Performance Management
- Compensation Management
- Training and Development
- International Human Resource Management
- Research Project
- Operation Management
- Employee Relations
- HR Outsourcing
- Strategic Human Resource Management
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Bachelor of Management
Honours in Marketing

Many career options
to choose from
Marketing Assistant
Marketing Executive
Assistant Marketing Manager
Marketing Manager
Market Analyst
Market Research Manager
Brand Manager
Product Development Manager
Advertising Managers
Media Director
Promotions Director
Public Relations

The Department of
Marketing is dedicated
in producing ethical
marketers who will take
the forefront in the
marketing industry, both
local and global.
The Department aims in
providing the students with
comprehensive knowledge
that would cover the
fundamentals as well as the
most sophisticated areas of
marketing. The Marketing
graduates of the Department
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of Marketing Management of KIU will be
the best professionals that the industry
would recruit with the requisite skills,
qualifications, and capabilities.
In addition, KIU undergraduates take
part in industrial placements in leading
companies which provides valuable
industry and research experience.

Entry Requirements
Academic
Three (03) passes at G.C.E.
Advanced Level examination
Equivalent qualification for
international students

Duration
4 Years

Medium
English
This course is recognized by the
University Grants Commission

For more Information visit: www.kiu.ac.lk/
course/bachelor-of-management-honours-in-marketing/

Curriculum
Year 1

Year 2

- Management Principles and Practices
- Business & Environment
- Business Mathematics
- Micro Economics
- Elements of Sociology and Psychology
- Principles of Accounting
- Macro Economics
- Business Communication
- Business Statistics

- Management Information System
- Management Accounting
- Organizational Behavior
- Marketing Management
- Human Resources Management
- Organization Theory
- Financial Management
- Commercial and Industrial Law
- Taxation
- Business Ethics and Corporate Responsibilities
- Marketing Communication

Year 3

Year 4

- Auditing
- Computer Based Business Statistics
- Personality Development
- Entrepreneurship and SME
- Organizational Change and Development
- Digital Marketing
- Industrial Training
- Strategic Management
- Conflict Management
- Knowledge Management
- Brand Management
- Customer Relationship Management

- Research Methods and Academic Writing
- Culture and Management
- Service Marketing
- Supply Chain Management
- Advertising Management
- Product Planning & Pricing Strategy
- Research Project
- Operation Management
- Consumer Behavior
- Consumer Protection Law
- Strategic Marketing
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Faculty of Education and
Languages

Discover the
world of
Languages and
Education

- Highly qualified academics
- Flexible academic programs
- Advanced curriculum

With the increase of
opportunities in the education
sector, Education and
Languages have become
demanding areas of studies.
The Faculty of Education and
Languages strives to provide
opportunities and an inspiring
learning atmosphere for the
students to develop their language
competency. The faculty offers
courses in education which are
aimed at those who wish to pursue
a career in teaching profession
and enhance their professional
qualification in the relevant field.
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Department of
Languages

The Department of Languages is
dedicated to the study of languages
through implementing courses
ranging from introductory language
skills to upper-level courses on
specific topics. The departmental
language platform facilitates our
undergraduate and postgraduate
students to improve their English,
French, and Japanese language
skills focusing on many different
facets of literary, cultural, and
linguistic expression found in the
spoken and written languages
featured in the department.
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The well-experienced and qualified
lecturers of the department lead
the way for the students to obtain
novel linguistic experiences through
approaching the domains of globally
recognized and popular languages.
The language programmes offered
by the department provide students
with the opportunity to learn and
practice their target language
while immersing in the culture and
diverse linguistic features of the
target language.

English Language Programmes
The English language programmes have been formulated for the development
of undergraduates. The competency of English is of paramount importance to
career mobility. Hence, to equip them with the competency that is required to
enhance their employability, ‘Elementary’, ‘Intermediate’ and ‘Advanced’ certificate
programmes have been conducted to improve the English language competency
of the students.

IELTS Training Forum
IELTS training forum has been designed to
maximize success on tests by equipping students
with the strategies they need to succeed and
improve their academic performance on the
IELTS test.

French Language Programmes
The French language programmes are designed to explore the diverse cultures
of the French-speaking world. The French language platform aims to facilitate
students with the pathway to reach the B2 competency level while improving their
communication skills in diverse employment sectors such as business, technology,
education, international health care, etc. Studying French at KIU is a multifaceted
and invaluable experience for the students.

Japanese Language
Programmes
The Department of Languages expects to meet
the higher demand for employment opportunities
in Japan through its Japanese Language
programmes. These programmes are designed
to provide the students with expertise and
knowledge at the N3 level and enable Sri Lankan
students to obtain a great opportunity to pursue
their career dreams in Japan.
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Faculty of Computer
Science and Engineering

A pathway towards
succeeding in the modern
corporate world

- Highly qualified academics
- State of the art facilities
- Advanced curriculum
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We at KIU envisage to commence
the Bachelor of Science Honours in
Management Information Systems,
Bachelor of Science Honours in
Computer Networks and Cyber
Security, Bachelor of Science
Honours in Software Engineering
degree programs!
These degrees have already been
accredited by the Ministry of Higher
Education and is recognized by
the University Grants Commission.
Today as computer science has
become the future of the world,
KIU is geared to deliver skills and
knowledge to go beyond the
existing system. At KIU, students of
Computer Science and Engineering

will be provided with the perfect
environment to develop their knowledge
and practices.

KIU has designed to offer Bachelor of
Science Honours in Artificial Intelligence
and Bachelor of Science Honours in
Data Science envisioning to produce
Further, while teaching would be done by
graduates who will bring forth imperative
eminent professors and academics, a wide and demanding academic researches
variety of computer laboratories will also be with solutions to the real-world issu
used in the teaching and learning process. and who will strive to create a platform
This would result in producing successful
which brings forth innovative pathways
graduates in Computer Science and
in addressing the emerging technological
Engineering fields who will be inventors and barriers.
entrepreneurs of tomorrow.

Courses
Bachelor of Science Honours in Software Engineering
Bachelor of Science Honours in Computer Networks and
Cyber Security
Bachelor of Science Honours in Management Information System

For More Information visit: www.kiu.ac.lk/faculty-of-computer-science-and-engineering
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Bachelor of Science Honours
in Software Engineering

Start your career
Software Engineers
Applications Developers
Back End Engineers
Database Administrators
DevOps Engineers
Quality Assurance Engineers
Business Analysts
Mobile Developers

Today, every industry has a major
demand to automate manual systems
and minimize customer errors. Most
industries will hire software engineers
internally or outsource their requirements
to automate.
This degree focuses on the software development
life cycle but goes beyond programming to assess
and meet customer needs, and to design and test
software. This is a crucial area when considering
automating systems.
Developing software solutions often involves
assembling extensive amounts of code into
working applications, as well as updating and
fixing problems in the existing software. With
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excellent communication skills, you will become the
managerial link between a business and its software.

Entry Requirements

The degree has been specially designed in response
to the industry demand, to produce graduate
software engineers. In addition, KIU undergraduates
also has the opportunity to take part in industrial
placements in leading companies which provide
valuable industry and research experience. This will
ensure that the KIU Software Engineering graduates
will have the opportunity to be employed as
Software Engineers, Applications Developers, Back
End Engineers, Database Administrators, DevOps
Engineers, Quality Assurance Engineers, Business
Analysts, Mobile Developers and many more.

Academic
Three (03) ‘S’ passes in the
Physics stream at the G.C.E.
A/L Examination or Three
(03) ‘S’ passes in any subject
stream at the G.C.E. A/L
Examination with an approved
foundation course.

Duration
4 Years

Medium

For more Information visit: www.kiu.ac.lk/course/bachelor-ofscience-honours-in-software-engineering/

English

Curriculum
Year 1

Year 2

- Introduction to Computer Systems
- Computer Architecture
- Fundamentals of Programming
- Academic Practices and Grooming
- Mathematics for Computing I
- Data Structures and Algorithms
- Object Oriented Programming
- Web Technologies
- Data Communications
- Mathematics for Computing II

- Introduction to Software Engineering
- Database Systems
- Systems Analysis and Design
- Operating Systems
- Applied Statistics
- Software Requirements Engineering
- Theory of Computation
- Computer Security
- Human Computer Interaction
- Software Architecture
- Career Planning and Employability Skills
Development - Seminar

Year 3

Year 4

- Research Methods for Computing
- Software Engineering Group Project
- Software Project Management
- Software Engineering Practices
- Enterprise Architectures
- Software Quality Assurance
- Knowledge-based Systems
- Emerging Technologies
- IT Support for End Users
- Visual Programming
- Computer Graphics and Multimedia
- Work Based Enterprise Placement

- Final Year Individual Project
- IT Professionalism and Practice
- Formal Methods in Software Development
- Mobile Application Development
- Advanced Database Systems
- Data Science
- High Performance Computing
- Database Server Management
- Advanced Web Technology
- Cloud Computing
- Systems Programming
- Game Development and Programming
- Internet of Things
- Operational Research
- Embedded Systems Design
- Artificial Intelligence
- Entrepreneurship

This course is recognized by the
University Grants Commission
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Bachelor of Science Honours in
Computer Networks and Cyber
Security

Many career options
to choose from
- Chief Information Security
Officers
- Forensic Computer Analysts
- Information Security Analysts
- Penetration Testers
- Security Architects
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Bachelor of Science Honours in Computer
Networks and Cyber Security enables the
undergraduates to perform in the arena as
passionate professionals with the knowledge in
Computer Networks and Cyber Security.
The Computer Networks and Cyber Security
degree provides skills of managing networks
and maintaining its security. In addition to that,
Computer Networks and Cyber Security involves
operational procedures and technologies
for designing, implementing, administrating,
securing, and troubleshooting corporate
networks while applying cybersecurity principles
operationally. This curriculum in Computer
Networks and Cyber Security degree program
has been designed in accordance with the Sri

Lankan and global university standards. Our
degree program is conducted in the English
medium and provides valuable industry and
research experience.

Entry Requirements
Academic
Three (03) ‘S’ passes in
Physics stream at the G.C.E.
A/L Examination or Three
(03) ‘S’ passes in any subject
stream at the G.C.E. A/L
Examination with an approved
foundation course.

In addition, KIU undergraduates has the
opportunity to take part in industrial placements
in leading companies which provide valuable
industry and research experience. This will
ensure that the KIU Computer Networks
and Cyber Security graduates will have the
opportunity to be employed as Chief Information
Security Officers, Forensic Computer Analysts,
Information Security Analysts, Penetration
Testers, Security Architects and many more.

Duration
4 Years

Medium

For more Information visit: www.kiu.ac.lk/course/bachelor-of-sciencehonours-in-computer-networks-and-cyber-security

English

Year 1

Year 2

- Introduction to Computer Systems
- Computer Architecture
- Fundamentals of Programming
- Academic Practices and Grooming
- Mathematics for Computing I
- Data Structures and Algorithms
- Object Oriented Programming
- Web Technologies
- Data Communications
- Mathematics for Computing II

- Computer Networks
- Database Systems
- Systems Analysis and Design
- Network Operating System
- Applied Statistics
- Cryptography
- Component Security
- Mobiles and Wireless Networks
- Networking Infrastructure and Protocols
- Principles of Cyber Security
- Career Planning and Employability Skills
Development - Seminar

Year 3

Year 4

- Research Methods for Computing
- Secure Software Development
- Cyber Crime and Legal Environment
- Network Security
- Web Security
- Network Management
- IS Project Management
- Knowledge-based Systems
- Emerging Technologies
- IT Infrastructure
- Work Based Enterprise Placement

- Final Year Individual Project
- IT Professionalism and Practice
- Advanced Computer Networks
- System Security
- Cyber Security Analytic
- Data Science
- High Performance Computing
- Database Server Management
- Ethical Hacking and Countermeasures
- Digital Forensic
- System and Network Administration
- Cloud Computing and Virtualization
- Internet of Things
- Operational Research
- Advanced Web Technology
- Entrepreneurship

This course is recognized by the
University Grants Commission
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Bachelor of Science Honours
in Management Information
System

Many career options
to choose from
- Computer Systems
Administrators
- Consultants
- Innovators
- Search Engine Optimization
Specialists
- Database Administrators

Bachelor of Science Honours in Management
Information System degree will enable the
undergraduates to perform in the arena as
passionate professionals with the knowledge
in Management Information System, to
improve business and enhance the quality
of life. Management Information System
degree provides skills such as problem solving,
specialized industry knowledge, management
skills, computer science and programming,
security awareness etc.
Furthermore, the students who pursue the
MIS degree will gain excellent critical-thinking
and business abilities. This curriculum in
Management Information System degree
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program has been designed in accordance with
the Sri Lankan and global university standards.

Entry Requirements
Academic
Three (03) ‘S’ passes in the
Physics stream at the G.C.E.
A/L Examination or Three
(03) ‘S’ passes in any subject
stream at the G.C.E. A/L
Examination with an approved
foundation course.

KIU facilitates an industrial placement in
leading companies which will expose the said
students to valuable industry and research
experience. This will ensure that the KIU
Management Information System graduates
will have the opportunity to be employed as
Computer Systems Administrators, consultants,
innovators, Search Engine Optimization
Specialists, Database Administrators and many
more.

Duration
4 Years
Medium
English

For more Information visit: www.kiu.ac.lk/course/bachelor-of-sciencehonours-in-management-information-systems

Year 1

Year 2

- Introduction to Computer Systems
- Computer Architecture
- Fundamentals of Programming
- Academic Practices and Grooming
- Mathematics for Computing I
- Data Structures and Algorithms
- Object Oriented Programming
- Web Technologies
- Data Communications
- Mathematics for Computing II

- Business Studies
- Database Systems
- Systems Analysis and Design
- Operating Systems
- Applied Statistics
- Foundations of Information Systems
- Theory of Computation
- Computer Security
- Human Computer Interaction
- Enterprise Systems Architecture
- Career Planning and Employability Skills
Development - Seminar

Year 3

Year 4

- Research Methods for Computing
- IT Security and Risk Management
- IS Project Management
- Data and Information Management
- Systems Acquisition and Management
- IT Infrastructure
- Knowledge-based Systems
- Emerging Technologies
- IT Support for End Users
- Visual Programming
- Work Based Enterprise Placement

- Final Year Individual Project
- IT Professionalism and Practice
- Data Science
- Business Intelligence
- IT Audit and Controls
- High Performance Computing
- Management of Organizations
- Business Policy
- Business Analysis and Consultancy Skills
- E-Commerce
- Mobile Application Development
- Advanced Database Systems
- Database Server Management
- Entrepreneurship
- Information Systems for Strategic Management
- Cloud Computing
- Internet of Things
- Operational Research
- Ethical Hacking and Countermeasures

This course is recognized by the
University Grants Commission
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Upcoming Degrees
Bachelor of Science Honours
in Artificial Intelligence
BSc in Artificial Intelligence aims at teaching
students to develop a broad and coherent knowledge
of the discipline of AI, including machine learning
and data science with detailed knowledge of key AI
algorithms. AI offers an exciting future for students
as more industries invest in improving what they do
through learned behavior and operating efficiencies.
Graduates with BScHons (AI) will have a variety
of career opportunities, both nationally and
internationally. Possible career opportunities are AI
Technology Engineer, AI Architect, Data Scientist, and
Data Analyst. The depth and breadth of knowledge
in this area of study are increasingly attractive to
employers and would lead to careers not only as
AI professionals but also in wider areas of the IT
industry.

Bachelor of Science Honours
in Data Science
Data Science is recognized as an emerging field of science and is composed of Big
Data and data driven technologies. The field of Data Science causes a transformational
effect on research and industry domains. Data Science specialization aims at teaching
students about data science principles and how to apply them to real world problems.
The curriculum also pays significant attention to data analytics, statistical methods,
mathematics, and computer science fundamentals.
Key competencies that students will gain
are; Computational and statistical thinking,
Mathematical foundations, Model building
and assessment, algorithms and software
foundation, data curation, and knowledge
transference - communication and
responsibility. Data Science graduates have a
variety of career opportunities, both nationally
and internationally.
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Faculty of Law (Upcoming)

With the vision of becoming a leader
in facilitating students with a globally
recognized legal education, The Faculty
of Law at KIU has been designed to
introduce degree programmes by
combining diverse significant fields that
would create the ultimate graduate
who would be equipped to contribute
productively to the society with a wider
capacity.
Students will be educated to grasp
knowledge, skills and required attitudes
in law and they will be facilitated with a
training to apply those in the professional
world through a compulsory internship
placement at a law firm/chamber,
company, statutory body, think tank,
governmental or non-governmental
organizations in their third academic year
of study. The Faculty of Law aims at giving

a wider choice of career opportunities
for law graduates across many diverse
areas.
KIU will solicit approval from the Council
of Legal Education to recognize the LLB
Hons as a qualifying law degree for the
Law College entrance. The prospective
students will be eligible, upon successful
completion of the professional course
of study at the Sri Lanka Law College, to
qualify as an Attorney-at-Law in order to
enter the legal profession.
The uniqueness of this faculty lies in the
fact that it produces an outstanding Law
graduate who will be fully fledged with
knowledge, skills and attitudes required
in the field of law to productively meet
the demands of a lawyer, member of the
judiciary, a legal officer or counsel in the
State or private sector.
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Faculty of
Graduate Studies

The Faculty of Graduate
Studies (FGS) of KIU offers
several postgraduate degree
programs-by course work, by
research, by coursework+by
research.

Courses

The degree programs currently
available at KIU cover the
fields of Nursing and Business
Administration. Course work
is conducted as face-to-face
teaching and is usually conducted
during weekends. The academic
staff consists of resource persons
selected from the state universities
as well as from the industrial sector.

Up Coming Courses
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Master of Nursing Education (SLQF 9)
Master of Nursing Management (SLQF 9)
Master of Science in Nursing (SLQF 10)
Master of Business Administration in Management
Strategy (SLQF 10)
Master of Philosophy in Nursing (SLQF 11)

Doctor of Philosophy in Nursing
Doctor of Business Administration
Master of Science in Psychology

For More Information visit: https://www.kiu.ac.lk/faculty-ofgraduate-studies/

Research Activities
The Faculty of Graduate Studies of KIU is keen on
student publications. The students will be guided
toward presenting their findings in academic
forums (e.g. conferences) and will also be guided in
publishing research as journal articles.

Postgraduate Degree
Programs in Nursing

Become an unrivalled
professional and an
industry expert

The continuous education
brings more opportunity,
and many doors are open
to Nurses with Masters
degrees.
Master of Nursing degree
programs in KIU have been
designed to prepare individuals
for a variety of advanced roles
in administration, teaching and
research.
Nurses at this level are in high
demand as Clinical Nurse leaders,
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Nurse Managers, Clinical Educators,
Health Policy Consultants, Research
Assistants, Public Health Nurses, and in
many other capacities.
Beyond the professional opportunities,
nurses gain more recognition through
postgraduate education, as well as several
tangible benefits to enhance one’s quality
of life.
KIU is the first and only higher education
institute which offers Masters programs in
Nursing in Sri Lanka with the accreditation
of Ministry of Higher Education and
recognition of the University Grant
Commission.

The KIU encourages all nurses to strive for
higher levels of education to advance their
capacity to enhance the quality of care.
KIU offers the following postgraduate
degrees to the eligible scholars, who have
successfully completed the Level 6 of
Bachelor of Science Honours in Nursing,
in any university which is approved and
recognized by the University Grants
Commission and Ministry of Higher
Education.
- Master of Nursing Education (MNEdu) –
One year
- Master of Nursing Management (MNMng)
One year
- Master of Science in Nursing (MSc) –
Two years

Are you interested in furthering your Nursing
education with a Masters program?
Highly qualified academic staff including Professors, Senior Lecturers and other
related resource personnel teach and guide the students for successful completion
of the postgraduate degree program in Nursing at KIU.
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Master of Nursing
Education (SLQF 9)

Entry Requirements
Scholars who have completed
the Level 6 of Bachelor of Science
Honours in Nursing successfully, in
any university which is approved and
recognized by the University Grants
Commission and Ministry of Higher
Education.

Duration
1 Year

Medium
English

Credits

Curriculum
Semester 1
- Integral Nursing (Holistic & Global Nursing)
- Theoretical and Philosophical Foundations of
Nursing
- Research Methods and Ethics in Nursing
Research
Semester 2
- Statistics
- Educational Processes in Nursing
- Project in Nursing Education
For More Information visit: www.kiu.ac.lk/course/master-of-nursing-education/

30 Credits
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Master of Nursing
Management (SLQF 9)

Entry Requirements
Scholars who have completed
the Level 6 of Bachelor of Science
Honours in Nursing successfully, in
any university which is approved and
recognized by the University Grants
Commission and Ministry of Higher
Education.

Duration
1 Year

Medium
English

Credits
30 Credits
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Curriculum
Semester 1
- Integral Nursing (Holistic & Global Nursing)
- Theoretical and Philosophical Foundations of
Nursing
- Research Methods and Ethics in Nursing
Research
Semester 2
- Statistics
- Leadership and Management in Nursing
- Project in Nursing Management
For More Information visit: www.kiu.ac.lk/course/master-of-nursing-education/

Master of Science in
Nursing (SLQF 10)

Entry Requirements

Curriculum

(UPGRADE FROM MN)

Year 1 Semester 1

Scholars who have successfully
completed the Master of Nursing
Education/Management from KAATSU
Highly Advanced Medical Technology
Training Centre (Private) Limited

- Integral Nursing (Holistic & Global Nursing)
- Theoretical and Philosophical Foundations of
Nursing
- Research Methods and Ethics in Nursing
Research

Duration
2 Years

Medium
English

Credits
60 Credits

Year 1 Semester 2
- Statistics
- Elective Group 1 – Leadership and
Management in Nursing/ Educational
Processes in Nursing
- Elective Group 2 (Independent study) –
Project in Nursing Education/ Project in
Nursing Management
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Curriculum Contd.
Year 2 Semester 1

Year 2 Semester 2

- Quantitative Research Methods
- Qualitative Research Methods

- Research Dissertation

For More Information visit: www.kiu.ac.lk/course/master-ofscience-in-nursing/
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Master of Business
Administration in Management
Strategy (SLQF 10)

As a graduate of our MBA in Strategy,
you will be enriched with knowledge in
understanding the measurability and the
accountability of business growth.
Further, you will possess the skills
and knowledge to develop an overall
strategy to expand the growth of your
organization.

You will have the practical skills
that are required to market
your products and confidently
implement your business
strategy, irrespective of the
platform you decide to use. You
will be made familiar with the
tools, applications and the social
media revaluation and prepared
to plan, implement, manage and
measure your efforts.
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Entry Requirements
The successful completion of a
Bachelor’s degree including 30 credit
passes in Business Administration,
Public Administration, Commerce,
Human Resource Management,
Marketing, Accountancy, Finance,
Estate Management and Valuation,
Business Economics, Operations
Management, Management
Information System or Economics
from a recognized University or Higher
Education Institute
The successful completion of
qualification of SLQF Level 6 or above
in Business Administration, Public
Administration, Commerce, Human
Resource Management, Marketing,
Accountancy, Finance, Estate

Management and Valuation, Business
Economics, Operations Management,
Management Information System or
Economics
Professional qualification equivalent to
SLQF Level 6 or above
The successful completion of NVQ Level
7 with a minimum GPA of 3.0 at a scale
of 0-4, as determined by the specified
authority for admission in that field of
specialization
Duration - 2 Years
Medium - English

Curriculum
Year 1

Year 2

- Management Process and Practice
- Accounting for Management Decisions
- Economics for Management Decisions
- Business Statistics
- Business Finance
- Marketing Management
- Human Resources Management
- Technology & Operations Management
- Academic Writing
- Industrial Psychology
- Organizational Behavior
- Information Management for Business
Intelligence
- International Field Visit & Workshop

- Strategic Management
- Green Management and Ethics
- Business Law & Compliance
- Global Business Strategy
- Contemporary Business Challenges
- Supply Chain and Logistics Strategy
- Venture Creation Strategy
- Projects and Events Management
- Management Project Report

For More Information visit: www.kiu.ac.lk/faculty-of-graduate-studies/
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Or
- Strategic Management
- Green Management and Ethics
- Business Law & Compliance
- Global Business Strategy
- Research Methodology
- Thesis

Master of Philosophy in
Nursing (SLQF 11)

Uplift your nursing career and the
nursing profession by achieving
your postgraduate qualification in
MPhil in Nursing in a leading research
environment.
The programme of study is consisted
of specified preparatory courses and
a research study which is worth of 60
credits (6000 notional hours) in the
Master of Philosophy in Nursing [MPhil
(Nursing)] degree programme offered by
the Faculty of Graduate Studies, KIU.

The candidate should complete
a specified preparatory course
concurrently or prior to the
involvement of the research
study to develop their knowledge
on research. The specified
preparatory course consists of;
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Entry Requirements
a) the successful completion of SLQF
Level 6 in a Bachelor’s Honours
degree in any recognized University
in the relevant area of study with a
minimum of 30 credits; or
b) the successful completion of SLQF
Level 6 in a Bachelor’s Honours
degree in any recognized University
with a minimum of 30 credits in a
related area of study and successful
completion of a qualifying
examination; or
c) the successful completion of SLQF
Level 5 in a Bachelor’s degree in
any recognized University with a
minimum of GPA 3.0 at a scale of
0-4 and successful completion of a
qualifying examination which will be
conducted after the completion of
30 credits equivalent to SLQF Level
6, in the same or related area of
study; or
d) the successful completion of SLQF
Level 7 or above in a relevant area of
study; or
For More Information visit: https://www.kiu.ac.lk/course/
master-of-philosophy-in-nursing/

Curriculum - Preparatory Course
Compulsory Modules;
Statistics
Research Methods and Ethics in Nursing Research
Optional Modules
Minimum of one module to be chosen as based on the
research
Leadership and Management in Nursing
Educational Processes in Nursing
Quantitative Research Methods
Qualitative Research Methods
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e) the successful completion of NVQ
Level 7 with a minimum of GPA 3.0
at a scale of 0-4 and successful
completion of a qualifying
examination which will be conducted
after the completion of 30 credits
equivalent to SLQF Level 6 or 7,
as determined by the specified
authority for admission in that field
of specialization,
as prescribed in the Sri Lanka
Qualification Framework (SLQF).
OR
Scholars who have successfully
completed SLQF Level 6 in a Bachelor’s
Honours degree or SLQF Level 5 in a
Bachelor’s degree (with a minimum
of GPA 3.0), in any university which
is approved and recognized by the
University Grants Commission and
Ministry of Higher Education.

Duration
The degree of Master of
Philosophy shall require a
(full time) minimum of two
year (02) period up to a
maximum of five (05) years
or (part time) minimum of
three (03) years period up
to a maximum of seven (07)
years.
Medium
English

Student Support
We want to ensure that you have the best support
system around you, to help you succeed at KIU.

Scholarships

Financial Services

KIU is spreading wings to support the
financial endeavors of the students by
providing ample scholarship opportunities.

There are many discount programs
that you can be eligible for.

Generally, students are requested to
apply for scholarship exams which are
advertised by KIU from time to time. The
scholarship exams are quite competitive
and a large number of students participate
at these exams. The students with the
highest outstanding grades are awarded
scholarships.

- Early Bird Registration Discount
- NTS 1st Appointment Discount
- NTS Performance Based Discount
- Professional Performance-Based Discounts
- Full Payment Discount
- Annual Payment Discount

Bank Loans
Government Interest Free Student Loan
Scheme
Interest Free Loan Scheme has been
introduced by the government to expand
higher education opportunities for the
students who are unable to secure a
placement in State Universities although
they have qualified in G. C. E. (Advanced
Level) Examination, to achieve their higher
education aspirations.
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Student Liaison Office
The Student Liaison Office
was established to ensure that
every individual who comes
to KIU receives all the support
they require, and they will be
maintaining the personal records
of all KIU students.
The Student Liaison Office at the
Registrar’s office is the focal point
of contact for your administrative
dealings with us; including
questions relating to finance,
immigration, student ID cards,
library memberships, textbooks,
exams or graduation.
It works closely with all
administrative and academic
departments to assist students
to be familiarized with the
environment and achieve their
academic goals as well as assist
students with the culture and the
community.
Our staff are well qualified and
committed to providing services
that support and enhance your
academic, career and personal
affairs. Services are designed
to prepare you to enhance the
collegiate experience at KIU.
Through this center, we wish to
provide our students with the
best possible supportive and
hassle-free environment within
KIU premises.
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Career Guidance Unit
We want to ensure that you have the best support
system around you, to help you succeed at KIU.
The responsibility of KIU Career Guidance
Unit is to organize various events,
workshops, and programs with the
intention of producing talented and
capable graduates from KIU.

so that they are exposed to a wide variety
of career opportunities enabling them to
make an informed decision.

As many undergraduates are not
exposed to enough career opportunities
to determine the right path, the Career
Guidance Unit counsels students and
provides them with professional guidance
through our well qualified staff members

Objectives
-

To develop and maintain an online
database for students on job 		
training opportunities and job 		
placements.

-

To guide students to choose their
career path according to their
specialized areas and align them to
the standards of higher studies.

-

Career counselling for students 		
from the first year onwards and
making them focus on their future
career goals

-

To organize career awareness
events, programs, seminars and
lectures for KIU students.
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Student Counselling Unit
The Student Counselling Unit at KIU is aimed at
facilitating the students to adapt to the university
culture experiencing minimal stress as the phase of
transferring from the school life to university life can
be stressful to the majority of the individuals who are
enrolled for undergraduate programs.
The Student Counselling Unit provides services to all KIU students to resolve their
psychological, academic, and personal problems.Well trained counsellors have been
appointed to provide this service and all the information is kept confidential.

Disability Support
We pride ourselves in providing accessiblity for all
If you have additional needs arising from a medical condition, a specific learning
difficulty or any kind of medical issue that cause difficulties for your studies, our
disability support office at the Health Care Unit is well equipped to deal with and
provide a solution to your problem. We encourage all applicants to inform us of these
issues at the time of applications to arrange in advance any solutions you may require.
Regardless of this, you may contact us or approach us any time in confidence to seek a
solution applicable to you.

Buidling and
strengthening
Academic- Parent
relationships
We at KIU understand the importance of the
involvement of the parents in the education of the
students; thus, regular meetings are conducted to
build the relationship between the parents and the
academics.
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Libraries and Computer Labs
The Main library of KIU is
the central knowledge hub
to cater to all students
and academics of KIU
The resource collection is updated
periodically to enable access to current
knowledge related to courses and staff
requirements of the university. Our
dedicated staff can help you to find
what you need, access primary research
material, and develop your knowledge and
research skills.
The library’s collections and content are
rich in new media, digital work, texts
and research materials. You can access
your library account and all our digital
collections from anywhere on or off
campus. Study spaces and computers
are available around the clock so you can
make the most of your time.
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IT Services
KIU places a great
importance on the
provision of computing
facilities for the
undergraduate studies.
The staff of the university are well
equipped with all the latest technologies
and the infrastructure related to IT in
order to provide a quality service for the
students.
- Free Wi-Fi facilities
- Learning Management System (LMS)
- Student Portal
- E-Library facilities
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Accommodation
A place where the
students can call “home”.
The accommodation is
designed to provide every
facility you need and most
importantly, to have the
peace of mind to focus on
your studies.
At KIU, we provide accommodation that
is of high standards, giving students
comfort, relaxation and convenience
needed to pursue their studies. Each unit
is equipped with all necessary facilities
required for the students.

Childcare Unit
Childcare facilities on
campus
KIU offers “on- campus childcare
facilities.” Childcare Unit is for the
parents who are studying at KIU. It will
give you peace of mind to concentrate
on your studies. We accept children,
aged between 3 months and one year.
The parents who use the KIU Childcare
Unit are expected to come along with a
babysitter.
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Health and Fitness
KIU provides a full
range of primary care
medical services through
registered medical centers
including prescriptions for
all medication, blood tests,
direct access to x-ray, MRI
scans, travel vaccinations
and psychological
support.
Our gymnasium and fitness center offer
a wide variety of services, including
strength-training equipment, cardio
machines, free weights section, and
treadmills to cater different training
purposes and fitness levels.
The gym has qualified student fitness
instructors on duty who provide personal
fitness assessments and personal training
programs on strength and conditioning,
nutrition, and exercise safety.
To ensure safety and hygiene, gym users
are made to observe and follow good gym
protocol and rules provided by KIU.
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Sports
at KIU
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Sports
Getting physically active
helps boost energy,
mental health and even
academic work.
At KIU, we always motivate our students
to participate in sports. We strongly
believe in the motto “Sports for all” and
we encourage everyone to try something
new.
KIU offers both beginner classes
and coaching for those who wish to
participate in sports.
KIU sports club helps the students to
develop their personal skills such as
communication, commitment, problem
solving, leadership, and time management
abilities by engaging in sports.
KIU currently has many sports on offer,
including;
- Athletics
- Badminton
- Cricket
- Tennis
- Soccer
- Swimming

- Netball
- Karate
- Chess
- Carrom
- Table-tennis

KIU sports club always welcome the
students who wish to participate in in
different activities available at KIU.
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Life at KIU
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Life at KIU
KIU provides education to a student community with a
large ethnic and cultural diversity.
Celebrating and respecting all the cultures, beliefs and values of each individual at KIU,
the KIU management in unison with the staff and students, organizes multiple cultural
and religious events throughout the year.
These events add so much color to the KIU calendar while presenting both staff and
students with an opportunity to take a rest from their tight schedule and to create
everlasting and joyful memories with their colleagues.

Pirith Ceremony
The annual pirith chanting ceremony
of KIU is held on the 27th of January
every year followed by an almsgiving in
the morning (28th of January) at the
auditorium of KIU.
All the academic and non-academic staff
members participate in this charming
event and the auditorium is decorated
with Buddhist flags, oil lamps and flower
garlands in keeping with the Buddhist
tradition. Setting up the pirith mandapa
and related work are handled by the
organizing committee with the help of all
the staff members.
The almsgiving is organized by an efficient
team of staff members on the following
day. The religious ceremony is headed by
the most venerable Maha Sanga.
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Ganesha Puja
The worshipping puja of Lord Ganesha
holds a special place in the KIU calendar
as he is revered widely as the God of
beginnings, the remover of obstacles, the
patron of arts and sciences, and the God
of intellect and wisdom.
At the initiation of every new year, a
colorful ceremony is held in the name of
Lord Ganesha where KIU seeks blessings
for a prosperous and successful year
ahead.
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Sinhala & Hindu New Year
Siyakirana Udanaya;
Celebration of the dawn of
the new year
KIU celebrates Sinhala & Hindu new year
festival annually as one of the significant
events of the university where academic/
non-academic staff and students
collectively participate and enjoy a variety
of traditional activities.
The new year celebration mainly
comprises of traditional awurudu games,
traditional dances, entertaining events
and much more. This event is mainly
organized by the students of KIU under
the guidance of the academic staff.
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Vesak Festival
Vesak is considered
as a religious and a
cultural event among
the Buddhists all over
the world, where they
commemorate the birth,
enlightenment and the
death of Lord Buddha.
KIU family celebrates Vesak festival
giving priority to both “amisa” and
“prathipaththi” Pooja.
With the theme of spreading kindness
and happiness to everyone, the students
of KIU visit the hospitals nearby with
harmonious “bathi gee”. KIU as a huge
family, join together to make beautiful
Vesak lanterns and to decorate the
premises with Buddhist flags, Vesak
lanterns and bulbs enhancing the esteem
of people towards the vision of Lord
Buddha.
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Christmas Celebrations
Spreading the joy of
christmas
Christmas is a triumphant time for
everyone at KIU and the university
premises is decorated lavishly with a
breathtaking Christmas tree.
It is a tradition at KIU, for all the staff
members to get together to decorate the
Christmas tree and share gifts among
each other as a way of instilling the
Christmas spirit within each individual
belonging to the community of KIU.
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Talent Show
A platform for students to
showcase their talents
KIU Talent Show is an annual event and
is considered as the most prominent and
exclusive occasion which encourages the
diverse local talents of the students.
The event will comprise of many diverse
acts as dancing, singing, drama and many
cultural events performed by the talented
students of all faculties.

Cultural Show
“Culture is simply a shared
way of doing something
with a passion.”
This is the most creative culturally diverse
event performed by the students of KIU.
We strongly believe that the students
need to complement their academic
work with a variety of extra-curricular
activities; thus, KIU provides these
opportunities and encourages students to
actively participate.
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The Leo Club of KIU
Paving the pathway for social work
Every year, there are numerous projects organized by the Leo club of KIU
focusing on serving the community.
LEO membership is open to all KIU students and aims at developing
professional and leadership skills, while emphasizing on respecting human
rights, promoting ethical standards, and the dignity of all useful occupations.
It also creates opportunities for members to initiate community development
projects, promoting peace and understanding within the within the
community, while interacting with sponsoring Lions Clubs and fellow Leo
Clubs.

Annual Cricket Match
A platform for sharpening
competitiveness
We at KIU believe that, extracurricular activities and sports facilitate and
complement academics of the students. In Sri Lanka, Cricket is loved by all and
hated by none; thus, keeping up with the popular belief, KIU holds an annual
Cricket match.
We highly believe that, sports help to make a balanced personality and that
is the sole reason why we are organizing the KIU Annual Cricket Tournament
which help our students to excel in both education and sports.
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Student Voices
Every year, as thousands
of students are studying
at KIU, there are many
success stories.

Here’s what our students say about their
academic programs, student life at KIU
and much more...

“Our English Prep Course
was immensely helpful for
us to improve our language
skills such as reading,
writing, speaking, and
listening to perform better
in our main course.”
The lecturers made the classes fun and
entertaining while using many different
approaches such as storytelling, skits,
dramas, debates, games, and other speaking
activities to engage the students effectively.
Despite having students from many different
backgrounds, the English classroom was
greatly instrumental in connecting students
and improving our teamwork.
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“I thank the management
of KIU and the lecturers
for their kind and great
assistance provided in
assisting international
students like us.”
Studying abroad is challenging but with
proper guidance from KIU, I was able to
overcome all the difficulties faced during my
short journey at KIU.

“I am really happy to enroll
in the Master of Science in
Nursing program at KIU.”
This program fulfills a timely need of the
country and I truly believe that, this is a great
opportunity for the nursing professionals to
widen their horizons towards a bright future.
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International
Students at
KIU
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An Internationally
recognized education, at a
world class university
It is important to obtain the correct visa
which permits your study at KIU. For
courses exceeding six or more months of
stay requires an educational residence
visa as per Sri Lankan immigration
regulations. Upon application being
accepted by KIU, you will get an entry
visa. This visa will be sent directly by the
immigration authorities to the Sri Lankan
mission in the country of residence.
This visa is to be stamped at the specified
Sri Lankan mission in the country of
residence by the student by presenting
himself/herself at the specified mission.
In case if there aren’t any Sri Lankan
missions operating in the country of
residence, this visa can be obtained on
arrival in Sri Lanka, This entry visa is valid
for a period of 90 days and upon arrival
in Sri Lanka this visa will be converted to
a residence visa. This residence visa is
valid for a period of one year and can be
extended depending on the duration of
the course as determined by KIU.

Visa fees are applicable for obtaining
residence visa. A minimum of funds
(as published by the Immigration &
Emigration of Sri Lanka) is to be met by
the student for obtaining the visa for the
said period.
During the period of study on this
residence visa, employment of any kind is
totally prohibited in Sri Lanka.
On leaving KIU on completion of studies or
on own discretion before the completion
of studies, this residence visa status will
be revoked.
In an event the visa expires before
graduation and wishes to stay until
graduation this visa is to be extended as
mentioned above for the said period and
appropriate charges may apply.
On completion of the program, if a student
returns to the country of residence
before the graduation date and in case
the visa expires before this graduation
date, students are encouraged to come
on a visitor visa, only for the purpose of
participating in the graduation ceremony.

Are you interested in studying at KIU as an
International Student?
As a degree awarding institute offering academic programs accredited by the
Ministry of Higher Education and recognized by the University Grants Commission,
KIU is the perfect insitution for you to start your studies.
Whether you’re an undergraduate or a graduate, our range of programs offer a
multitude of choices to choose from. Needless to say that, while studying at KIU,
you also get the chance to explore the magnificient island paradise to your hearts
content, make new friends and discover one of the ancient cultures of the world.
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Our Students’
Interactions with
Abroad
We have established
partnerships with
world-class organizations
to expand the horizons of
our students
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Visiting Japan through
the Japan-Asia Youth
Exchange Program in
Science
The Japan Science and Technology
Agency (JST) operates the Japan-Asia
Youth Exchange Program in Science
(nicknamed as the SAKURA Exchange
Program in Science, or SAKURA Science
Plan). This program invites outstanding
young students and young professionals
from Asian countries on short-term visits
to Japan. Through activities to experience
the advanced scientific technology of
Japan and to conduct exchange with
universities and research institutions,
the program seeks to act as a bridge
for personnel and research exchange
between Japan and the partner countries.
The first year of the program was “Fiscal
2014”. During three years since then,
approximately 13,000 young people
from 35 countries and regions (including
ASEAN Member States) have visited
Japan, deepening their relationships with
various regions of our country through
learning, research exchange and training.
The young people who have visited
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Japan through the program are expected
to contribute to the development of
science and technology in Asia in the
future, as well as to the further spread of
international exchange and networking.
In 2018, KIU received a great opportunity
to visit Japan under this project in two
occasions. First visit was in March and
the second visit was in November. Four
students and one lecturer received this
wonderful opportunity.

Diversity of KIU
The diversity of the
University influences the
productivity, strength,
intellectual personality,
innovation and creativity.
It also provides a better
environment for teaching
and research.
KIU is an intellectual community which
consists of diverse disciplines, faculties,
degree programs, students and staff.
Diversity in gender, age, race, ethnicity,
religion, culture and many other attributes
contribute to the richness of the diversity
of KIU.
Foreign students from various countries
such as Maldives, India, Germany,
Denmark, Pakistan, Nigeria, Poland also
add to the vast diversity of KIU student
community. KIU is a place where students
could experience the breadth of peace
and harmony in a dynamic intellectual
community.
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Soft Skills
To stand out in this
competitive world, it is
a must to sharpen rolespecific knowledge and
skills to perform daily
tasks and to become a
successive performer.

These features will influence how
well students interact with others. By
enhancing these skills of the students, KIU
assists the students to build up a lucrative
character in professional discipline and
help to grow a powerful personality, which
ultimately helps to stand out and move
forward to reach goals.

KIU envisages to carve out these skills
by incorporating soft skills such as
communication skills, interpersonal skills,
teamwork, time management,
problem-solving, and creativity.

“ Acquiring
deeper and
broader
knowledge ”
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Language ability
Learning English and
maintaining the language
proficiency requires
learners to be focused
and consistent within the
learning process.
Students at KIU are always provided
with an interactive platform and learning
atmosphere which enable them to actively
engage in improving their language skills.
Moreover, diverse language programs
such as Advanced Certificate Course
in English for Professionals, Advanced
Certificate Course in English for
Professional Communication, English
Writing Corner- certificate course in
English writing skills, Master your Englishcertificate course in English speaking

skills and workshops on IELTS, public
speaking, creative writing and academic
writing have been designed with the
objective of widening the teaching and
learning space.
Experiencing a highly dynamic innovative
learning pattern with a skill-based
curriculum, the students at KIU are given
an opportunity to gain the mastery over
English language since it plays a vital role
in ensuring their future employability.
Focusing on different competency levels
and identifying the educational and
professional requirements of the global
market, KIU takes the best effort to
develop a platform for teaching - learning
which enables the learners to enhance
their language proficiency through
dynamic language programs.

“ Mastering the
universal
language ”
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Research Unit
The research unit is the
central administrative
and scientific unit of
KIU which approves and
manages student and
staff research.
It also initiates critical research projects
that are of national and global interest.
A primary duty of the research unit is to
provide leadership, technical assistance,
administration of undergraduates and
post graduates including staff research
projects.

Bringing together the search and thirst
for knowledge, the research unit initiates
inter-departmental research projects to
examine pressing problems through an
inter-disciplinary scope.
The research unit also facilitates
international research projects, and
research and practical opportunities for
KIU students and staff to enhance their
language proficiency through a variety of
dynamic language programs.

Ethics for Quality Research
Ethics Review Committee of KIU was
established to help the researchers
in promoting and adhering to ethical
principles in research, including obtaining
ethics clearance for the research projects.
ERC at KIU was established in the year
2017 to review the ethical aspects of the
undergraduate Nursing research projects
to ensure that the research is conducted
in accordance with the guidelines of the
Forum of Ethics Review Committees in
Sri Lanka (FERCSL) and other relevant
national and international legislations and
guidelines.
Since then, hundreds of research
proposals were reviewed through KIU
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ERC covering the expanded scope of
Nursing, Bio Medical Science, Psychology,
Management and KAATSU.
With the advice and the guidance of
Honorary Vice Chancellor Senior Prof.
Neluka Fernando, the decisions are
taken in accordance with the advice and
recommendation of the senate members,
chaired by Dr. Dayani Panagoda. Thereby,
the ERC ensures that the research
is conducted ethically, uplifting the
responsibility of the university.

GREEN CROSS SL
The National Organization
of Green Cross Sri Lanka
(NOGCSL) was established
in 2005 in affiliation with
Green Cross International
as the 29th member of the
Green Cross family.
The Green Cross Sri Lanka functioning as
a Non-governmental organization aims
to respond to the combined challenges
of security, poverty and environmental
degradation to ensure a sustainable and
secure future.

With a view to incorporate the younger
generations towards the responsibility
of protecting the mother Earth,programs
such as “Green Diary” and awareness
programs were conducted.
Addressing the emerging social
challenges which directly influence the
sustainability of life, our organization
reaches out to provide solutions through
an effective mechanism.
Upholding the concept of environmental
sustainability, Green Cross Sri Lanka
strives to bring forth innovative measures
in developing a green society for present
and future generations.

With the realization that the global
challenges of security, poverty and the
environment are intrinsically connected,
Green Cross Sri Lanka focuses on
launching and implementing social
projects in quest for a sustainable future
for humanity.
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GREEN CROSS
SRI LANKA’S
MASSIVE WATER
PROJECT
Clean water is a necessity
for any community, but
it has taken an critical
importance in the Ampara
District with the rise of
kidney disease patients
and water-borne diseases.
As a measure, the Embassy of Japan in
the Democratic Socialist Republic of Sri
Lanka provided a grant through the Grant
Assistance for Grassroots Human Security
Projects (GGP) for “Project for Providing
Clean Water Supply System at Lahugala
of Mahaoya Divisional Secretariat, Ampara
District”.
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The grant contract was signed on the
3rd March 2021 at the Ambassador’s
Residence in Colombo, between
His Excellency Mr. SUGIYAMA Akira,
Ambassador of Japan, and Dr. Jagath
Seneviratne, President of Green Cross Sri
Lanka and the President of KIU along with
officials from both parties.
Sri Lanka can construct facilities to supply
clean water ensuring that more than 500
families around 2,000 villagers will not
suffer from severe water shortage during
the dry season again, aspiring our younger
generations, residing in the dry zone.

Upcoming Projects
Due to the ever-increasing student population, the currently available
lecture hall space is not adequate to enroll new students. With the
establishment of the proposed building, KIU will be able to provide
more opportunities for those students who wish to pursue their higher
education in the private sector.
The proposed building is twelve storied and will consist of the following:
- Parking area
- Canteen area
- Lecture halls with washroom facilities for each floor
- State-of-art Anatomy / Physiology laboratory along with a lecture hall
- Administrative floor
- Recreational area
- Medical center
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Connect
with us
Address
249/1, Malabe Road,
Thalangama North,
Koswatta,
Battaramulla,
Colombo.
Postal Code: 10120
Sri Lanka

@kiusrilanka
@kiusrilanka
@KIUSrilanka
@kiusrilanka

Hotline

Email Address

0777 496 000

info@kiu.ac.lk

Contact Number

Web

+94 (0)11 2741 878

www.kiu.ac.lk
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Shape
your
future
here
At KIU, we work with you
to help prepare you for a
competitive job market
and to provide you with
opportunities to build
your experience while
developing your profile.
Employers are looking for more than just
a qualification; they want a graduate with
the skills, qualities and the mindset to
thrive in the working world. Studying at
KIU is an opportunity to enhance your
career, develop new skills and abilities,
grow confidence, and most importantly to
learn about yourself.

@kiusrilanka

@kiusrilanka

@KIUSrilanka

@kiusrilanka

KIU
249/1, Malabe Road, Thalangama North, Koswatta,
Battaramulla, Colombo. Postal Code: 10120
Sri Lanka

